ICT Innovation - EIT Digital Master School

Welcome to the homepage of Master's Programme in ICT Innovation at Aalto University!

The Master's Programme in ICT Innovation (EIT Digital Master School) is a European double degree programme for students who want to know both the technical and business aspects of information and communications technology. The programme syllabus binds together solid technical courses in computer science and software engineering with business development skills. Backed by the EIT Digital of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT), students who study during the programme at Aalto University will receive a double degree from both Aalto University and one of the partner universities. Within the ICT Innovation programme, Aalto University offers six majors in different fields of innovation:

- Autonomous Systems (AUS) - NEW in 2018!
- Cloud Computing and Services (CCS)
- Data Science (DSC) - NEW in 2017!
- Digital Media Technologies (DMT)
- Embedded Systems (ES)
- Human Computer Interaction and Design (HCID)
- Software and Service Architectures (SSA) - not available as of 2018

All majors are topped with the Innovation & Entrepreneurship Minor.

Read more about studies in the ICT Innovation programme at Aalto on this page. For more information on the programme and applying, please see the Master School website.
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**Haetaan opintoneuvojia Perustieteiden korkeakouluun**
21.05.2018

**Intossa käyttökatko - Serviceavbrott i Into - Maintenance break on Into 21.5.**
21.05.2018

**Valmistuvat opiskelijat saavat muistoksi modernin pinssin rintapieleensä - Graduating students to receive a modern graduation pin as a mark of their achievement**
17.05.2018

**Take on the challenge! – World Challenge Finland seeks out world changing applications**
17.05.2018

**Ota haaste vastaan! – World Challenge Finland etsii maailma parantavia sovelluksia**
17.05.2018
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